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Linked Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linked data is a network of RDF statements expressed using a published vocabularyRDF statements are often referred to as “triples”RDF identifies things using URIs. 

http://purl.org/dc/terms/creator
http://viaf.org/viaf/12431460
http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/276976


http://www.w3.org/TR/2014/NOTE-rdf11-primer-20140225/

“string”                      “thing”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each statement associates entities to crated an “entity-relationship” graph. The entity graph promotes a “string” to a “thing”A triple links one concept with another, and because all the triples can be linked to one another, what we really end up with is a graph, which we can enter at any point, and bounce around.



http://commonplace.net/tag/linked-data/



Linked Data cloud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The green section which takes about 20% of the cloud consists of publication data hubs.Dbpedia, Geonames is in the center. .., MusicBrainz, Citeseer…

http://lod-cloud.net/
http://lod-cloud.net/


Linked Data Players
 Google Knowledge Card 
 Wikipedia
 BBC semantic publishing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Semantic search examples: (evidence Semantic Web is not separate from the web, but an extension)-  Google: provides structured information about the topic in addition to a list of links; - A summary provided in the knowledge graph is often used as a spoken answer in Google Now searches. (link to wikipedia, oclc)Facebook Graph Search: designed to match phrases, or objects on the site;- DBpedia is a crowd-sourced community effort to extract structured information from Wikipedia- Wikipedia: OCLC worked with Wikipedia to facilitate cross-directional linking between lib res as Wikipedia articles; an algorithm called VIAFbot produced links from VIAF to Wikipedia. 

https://www.google.com/webhp?hl=en#hl=en&q=to+kill+a+mockingbird
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Old_Man_and_the_Sea
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies
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Presentation Notes
-Easy to comprehend and navigate… because real-world reference has already been resolved.-Identified real-world entity (object/thing) can be described in multiple knowledge stores and can be merged easily.-Entities are natural collection points that attract inbound and outbound links of relevant entities. Those accumulate the most links are ranked near the top.-Also the SPARQL slide: Linked Data applications can significantly reduce application design, development, and integration costs.



Vocabularies and Ontologies
 Core RDF vocabularies: 

 RDF Schema 
 OWL (Web Ontology Language)
 SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System)
 Schema.org

 Library of Congress and OCLC
 BIBFRAM Vocabulary
 FAST (Faceted Subject Term)
 VIAF (Virtual International Authority File)
 BiblioGraph (BGN) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- The model for a particular domain of knowledge is called a vocabulary or an ontology. An ontology defines the classes of things you’re going to be storing information about as well as the properties they have and the relationships that can hold among them. You can create your own or you can use other, well defined vocabularies available online. You can also leverage existing vocabularies, but extend them to better suit the specific needs- Schema.org: - most widely adopted vocab for exposing structured data to the Web & recognized by search engines;    - development of models for lib res description been grounded in Schema. Schema.org offers the promise of greater visibility by search engines. Schema markup been published 15% of Web pages by GoogleWorldCat Works contains URIs for 200 million works and resolve to descriptions modeled in Schema. Legacy authority files were generated as the first-draft RDF dataset expressed in SKOS, because of the close fit between MARC authority and SKOS ontology.Thesaurus-like structureOne-on-one relationship/reference tween a concept and a database recordAnd the record has a persistent identifier.. Repurposed into a globally unique URI.…a string is identified and referenced to an authoritative resource, which conforms to the linked data principles. However the key piece of info is not a URI. Links break when headings is misspelled, translated, revised.Library authority file most frequently referenced in the linked data markup: LCHS, FAST, DDC, VIAFVIAF: Most mature and comprehensive RDF model for personal names. / merges autho files into a single hub by a clustering algorithm … avoid multiple national lib.s maintain auth.d head.gs for the same individuals… to reduce cost thru collaborative effort, creating more reliable  links to, from, among lib res.  /  Primarily about people (Personal, corporate, geographic, uniform titles or creative works.) / BGN: OCLC’s extension vocabulary for Schema.org. E.g. bgn:translationOfWork: expands scope and depth of Work description well beyond baseline contributed by human catalogers. E.g. bgn:isPseudonymOf fully captures the relationship between “Samuel Clemens’ and “Mark Twain”- OCLC has already marked up WorldCat data with Schema.org. You can see this when you look at a record in WorldCat and at Open Data Commons. Just go to any record in WorldCat and scroll to the bottom. links to controlled vocabularies from different vocabularies (LC classification, VIAF, and FAST) with uri’s

http://bibframe.org/vocab


Image: http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
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Presentation Notes
Data: StructuredMachine processableNon-proprietary format- …text strings upgraded to resolvable references to real-world objects (things) and replaced with persistent, globally unique identifiers which point to machine-understandable hub of authoritative information managed by …



Library Data and Linked Data
 Entities and relationships in library data in legacy 

standards
• Key entities: Person, Place, Organization, 

Concept, Work, and Events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
authoritative documents that define entities must be associated with URIs.focused on identification of 6 key entities



Modeling Legacy Library Data to 
Linked Data
 Library authority files
 Labeled names
 Semi-structured text
 Unstructured text



Convert Library Authority Records 
 LCSH, FAST, DDC expressed in SKOS

 Compound headings (Copyright ǂx Law and legislation)
 “person” as “Concept”…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ed Summers converted LC authority files into SKIOS rdf/xml. LCSH modeled as SKOS are publicly available at id.loc.gov. Build corresponding linked data models into RDF data.Names and subjects linked datasets from WorldCat are expressed in SKOS. Lib authority files are realistic predecessors to the authoritative hubs… hubs for creative works have no direct antecedent.



Convert Library Authority Records 

<http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85119230
a skos:Concept;

skos:prefLabel "Sea level";
skos:altLabel "Mean sea level";
skos:altLabel “Sea level rise";
skos:broader <http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85093937>
skos:broader <http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh88003721>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Topical headings are of thesaurus structure. Through Concept, prefLabel, altLabel, broader, related, the relationship can be expressed relatively clear. 010 LCCN can be the the URI because of the one-to-one relationship between a term and a record. 150-authroized/ 450-unauthorized / 550-related (g- broader)Described in SKOS: skos:altLabel "Mean sea level"; / is unauthorized… no URI can be assigned. So even in richer SKOS representation, it is a string.



<http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79063767
a skos:Concept;

skos:prefLabel "King, Stephen--1947-";
skos:altLabel "King, Stiven, ǂd 1947-";
skos:altLabel "Кинг, С., ǂd 1947-";
skos:altLabel "Кинг, Стивен, ǂd 1947-";
rdfs:seeAlso <http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2013043083>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Result for person name is semantically odd: Structure is not thesaurus relationship. None of the names are explicitly labeled as Given Name, Pseudonym, translated, or transcribed name. 2. Some names come with the birth and deseased date, (Subfield |d for dates)3. It is leveled as Concept. (400 alternative and unauthorized500 identifies cross-reference to other authorized headings)2. This is also a challenge for corporate and geographic names. 



<http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n79063767
a skos:Concept;

skos:prefLabel "King, Stephen--1947-";
skos:altLabel "King, Stiven, ǂd 1947-";
skos:altLabel "Кинг, С., ǂd 1947-";
skos:altLabel "Кинг, Стивен, ǂd 1947-";
rdfs:seeAlso <http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/n2013043083>

http://example.org/foaf/person/50566653/#Stephen_Kind
a foaf:Person

foaf:givenName “Stephen”;
foaf:familyName “King”;
foaf:birthday “12-19”;
foaf:gender “Mail”;
foaf:name “Stephen King”;
foaf:name “Richard Bachman”.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Foaf evolved into a RDF standard for describing people and social groups: 1. explicitly identified as names; 2. No enforced distinctions among names, but as identifying properties. 

http://example.org/foaf/person/50566653/#Stephen_Kind


Library Data and Linked Data
 British National Bibliography *
 Bibliotheque national de France
 Oslo Public Library
 Library of Congress
 OCLC WorldCat Works
 …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other library community leaders take a similar dual track in production of data:For example, British National Bibliography. British Library also reported positive outcome from the linked data modeling experiment: 2 million transactions per month; incorporated into British national data infrastructure- *French dataset representing over half of the references (authors, works, subjects) in French National Catalog, with plan underway to convert the rest. --- result in integration of multiple catalogs; a single search delivers consolidated info from central catalog, archival descriptions and digitized objects; over 80% hits originate from Web.Oslo’s next generation catalog support a seamless integration of physical and digital resources; has dropped MARC.

http://bnb.data.bl.uk/flint-sparql


Library Data and Linked Data
 Zepheira’s BIBFRAME Initiative

 LibHub Initiative
 BIBFLOW
 Linked Data for Libraries (LD4L)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LD4L and BibFlow both to produce BIBFRAME descriptions in cataloging environment LoC plans to include WorldCat Works URIs in future BIBFRAME descriptions, so does LD4L (Linked Data for Libraries, joint project by Cornell, Harvard, Stanford, funded by Institute for Library and Museum Studies
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MARC to BIBFRAME 
Comparison
(17604513)

http://bibframe.org/tools/compare/


Tools
 MARC to BIBFRAME Comparison Service

 http://bibframe.org/tools/compare/
 MARC to BIBFRAME Transformation Service

 http://bibframe.org/tools/transform/start
 BIBFRAME Editor

 http://bibframe.org/tools/editor/
 FRBR Display Tool

 http://www.loc.gov/marc/marc-functional-analysis/tool.html
 MARConvert (OCLC)
 MARCNext
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Presentation Notes
MarcNext(“a space to make proof of concept tools available for anyone to use, and offer a simple to use interface that anyone can The FRBR Display Tool sorts the bibliographic data found in a set of MARC records into hierarchical displays by grouping the bibliographic data using the “Works,” “Expressions,” and “Manifestations” FRBR concepts. Possible uses for the FRBR Display Tool include experimenting with the collocation and sorting of search result sets into the FRBR categories to test concepts; and applying FRBR to local data to evaluate its consistency for FRBR-type development. The FRBR Display Tool is downloadable, very flexible and easy to augment to fit individual institutions' needs. Examples: http://www.loc.gov/marc/marc-functional-analysis/frbr-mid.htmluse to test new bibliographic concepts like BIBFRAME”)

http://bibframe.org/tools/compare/
http://bibframe.org/tools/transform/start
http://bibframe.org/tools/editor/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/marc-functional-analysis/tool.html












=100  1\$aMcGuire, Chad J.

=650  \0$aCoast changes.
=650  \0$aCoastal zone management$xGovernment 
policy.
=650  \0$aEnvironmental policy.
=650  \0$aEnvironmental law.



What new skills do catalogers need in the 
new environment?



SPARQL
 query language of Linked Data and Semantic Web: 

 across multiple databases with a single query statement.
 Pull values from structured and semi-structured data
 Explore data by querying unknown relationships
 Transform RDF data from one vocabulary to another

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPARQL: query language for Linked Data and the Semantic Web. .. Because SPARQL endpoints may exist on the World Wide Web as well as within your corporate enterprise, your own data can be augmented and extended by graphs upon graphs of information where as little as one single link was made. You can find and explore relationships in your company data, as well as world data, that you didn’t even know existed A triple-store is to SPARQL what a relational-database is to SQL. But since all we need to express a triple are three URIs, or two URI’s and a literal value, we have no need for a pre-defined schema in order to put new data in. Linked Data applications can significantly reduce application design, development, and integration costs.Dbpedia extracts structured information from Wikipedia; is exposed as a SPARQL endpoint, we can use it to ask interesting questions about the information in Wikipedia.

http://dbpedia.org/snorql/
http://dbpedia.org/snorql/


Future Descriptive Practice
 Cataloging or Library Resource Management?
 URI and Reduced Maintenance
 Expanded authority control 
 Local authoritative hub
 Collaboration like VIAF and Wikipedia
 Library resource description landscape
 Model for archives, special collections, and digitized 

objects
 Crowdsourcing
 Compared to the level of cataloging of MARC
 Coexist?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Copy cataloging may become obsolete in a data infrastructure featuring URI for works and manifestations. Instead, librarians would create a statement includes URI, supplementing with local details.Linked data model promises to automate many routine tasks and promote standardization in the cataloging workflow. The essential problem is assignment of URIs to the resources being described or objects in hand and resolving the URIs to authoritative descriptions.Expanded authority control: Authority hubs imply… and a diminished role for original description. Authority hubs themselves require maintenance. - The successes reported by French dataset, British Library, and the Oslo Public Lib provide a glimpse into the workings of the library of the future, one in which resources are more machine-understandable, are more integrated with the Web, and are more consistent with conventions that facilitate consumption by the general-purpose search engines. - Linked data model of authoritative hubs will affect future descriptive practice.Also SKOS lacks some important granularity, it is explicit and simple enough that it is now technically feasible to record the subject of a book by embedding a URI instead of the literal string, thus sidestepping the problems with maintenance and data quality. Library resource description LANDSCAPE: expanded, devoted to definition of relationship among Work, Subjects, and the agents. Librarians will also make statements that encode such assertions as ‘Billie Jo is a professor of WCL and is the dean of the library”, “Terry Reese is the creator of MarcEdit”, also apply au control to journal articlesCrowdsourcing: - translator   - some major universities are building authoritative hubs describe their researchers.. – From other channels or communities: e.g. 1. in addition to the growth of VIAF for Persons, creators and contributors in production of raw research outputs and multimedia objects. 2. Similarly, “Place” and “Organizations” entities may come from outside the lib community.



What’s more…
 Digital or multimedia resources, theses and 

dissertations
 Raw data, unpublished researchers or agents
 World’s other national libraries
 "social contract“

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linked Data "social contract” (data stability): maintaining data once it is published. Authoritative data requires the permanence and resolution of HTTP URIs. If publishers move or remove data that was published to the Web, third party applications or mashups may break. A good way to prevent causing HTTP 404s is for your organization to implement a persistence strategy.Only the largest and most widely used authority files have been converted to RDF, still missing are vocabularies maintained by the world’s national libraries, as well as vocabularies developed for many scholarly disciplines and types of specialized materials.



Linda Wen
lwen@wcl.american.edu
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